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' Abstract

Over the last thirty years, the Spicer Three-Step model has provided a very useful description of the process of
photoemission for both fundarnental and practical applications. By treating photoemission in terms of three successive
steps---optical absorption, electron transport, and escape across the surfaceJthis theory allows photoemission to be related
to parameters of the emitter, such as the optical absorption coefficient, electron scattering mechanisms, and the height of the
potential barrier at the surface. Using simple equations and established parameters, the Three-Step model predicts the
performance of cathodes and provides detailed understanding of the unexpected phenomena that appear when photocathodes
are pushed into new practical domains. As an example, time responses are estimated for existing cathodes, and are found to
cover a range of six orders of magni:udc. Further, the time response is found to be directly related to the sensitivity (i.e.,
quantum efficiency) of the cathode. The quantum yield systematically decreases with the time response. Thus, metals are
predicted to have the shortest time response (as little as 10"15 scc) and the smallest quantum efficiency (as little as 10-4
electrons pcr photon), whereas the negative affinity photocathodcs have high yield (as high as 0.6 electrons per photon) but
long rcsponsc times ( as long as 10-9 scc). Other applications of the Three-Step model are discusscd.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to draw together and add to the existing material on the physics of practical
photocathodes. Although Einstein reccivcd the Nobel Prize for his quantum theory of photoemission published in 1903, it
wok over 50 years before a comprehensive understanding of the photoemission process was obtained [1,2,3] The historic
problem was that researchers tended to believe that it was a surface rather than a bulk effect [4]. Thus, the optical absorption
was considered a surface (not bulk) phenomena and electron transport through the solid was not considered. This "surface
photoemission" concept was reinforced by early beliefs that the electron moment could only be conserved by interacting with
the surface [2,3]. In the mid-1940s, Fan [5] showed that momentum could be conserved by Bragg reflections of the electrons
from lhc crystal planes in a crystalline solid. Later experimental work showed this to be the case for non-crystalline solids as
',,,'ell [6]. Fan's work showed that the excitation could be in the bulk.

In the 1950s, experimental work appeared that definitively showed that photoemission was a bulk phenomena [2,3].
In 1958, Spicer [7] developed a model or theory for photoemission, often called the Three Step Model, that for the first time
treated photoemission as a bulk process_and treated it in terms of bulk optical constants and electron scattering lengths, as
well as surface properties such as the position of the vacuum level (work function) at the surface of the solid. In the last
25 ,,'cars, this theory has provided a means of understanding practical photoemittcrs. In addition, it has been found to
describe photoemission from ali solids, lt has not only helped in the development and understanding of practical
photoernitters, but in fact has also made possible the development of an important scientific teel: the photoemission
:_pectroscopic (PES) [1,2,3]. The 1958 Three-Step model was derived to give the quantum efficiency of a photoemitter as a
function of photon energy. In 1964, Bcrglund and Spicer [9] published a more sophisticated formalization of the Three-Step
model that gives the absolute value of the distribution in energy of the photoelectrons.

For our purpose here, it is sufficient to derive the expression for quantum efficiency. This will be done in the next
section. This Three-Step formalization allows us to examine much more than just the yield. We will use it to provide

i estimales of the response time of photoernission for various materials and to exanaine electron scattering effects. In a separate

paper in these proceedings, Herrera-G6mez and Spicer discuss a limitation on charge than can be drawn from a cathode.
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Figure 1. The three step model. The photoemission process can he divided into three steps:
1) photoexcitation, 2) transport to the surface, and 3) escape to vacuum.

2. Derivation of an Expression for Quantum Yield

Essential to the Three-Step model is the recognition that bulk absorption coefficient governs the excitation of

photoelectrons. "File light intensity, l(x, hv), after ii transverses a thickness x of a solid is given by

l(x,h'v) = to(h;' ) [1- R(hv)] e -'_(J'')r (1)

,.,,,here lo(hv ) is the incident intensity of light of photon energy hv, R(hv) is the light reflectivity from the surfitce of the

solid, and c,(h;,) is the absorption cocfficicnt of the solid. Thus, the amount of light absorbed at a distance x from the
surface is:

di(x) - (1-R) I,, e -c'(hv_" czd.,, . (2)

Some of the photoexcited electrons will travel to the surface and escape. The contribution di(x) to the

photoemission yield from excitation in the slab of thickness dx at x is given by

di(x)=Pocz(hv, x, dx ) PT(hV, x) PE(hV) , (4)

where PT(hV, x) is the probability that electrons (excited by photons of energy h'v at a distance x frorn the surface) will 1
rcach thc surfacc with sufficicnt cncrgy to cscapc.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
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employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not intringe privately owned rights. Refer-
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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
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Figure 2. The contribution to the photoemission yield from excitation in the slab of thickness dx depends
on the distance x from the surface, where ape represents the part of the absorption where the electrons

are excited above the vacuum level and have a possibility to escape, and cxn is the absorption that does not
produce any yield.

Because the scattering probability is proportional to the distance traveled, it can be shown that [7]

PE(hv) is the probability of escape of electrons reaching surface with sufficient energy to escape. Poa (hv, x, dx)

is the probability of exciting electrons above Vacuum Level (VL) in the slab between x and x + dx, and is given by

Poa(hv, x, dx) " apE(hv ) l(x) dx -. CtpE(hv ) Io(1 - R) e -a x dx . (6)

We then have

X

. _ e-m I. PE(hv) d.x .di(x) lo(1 R) cxt,_ e .

For a scmi-infinite slab, the total electron yield is i(hv) .,fdi(x) then

I i(hv) .. Io(1 - R) age PE(hv)

1 " (7)
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The quantum yield (QY) is defined as the number of electrons emitted per absorbed photon"

aPE Pr-

QY(hv) = i(hv) . c_ (Sa)1 '/0(]- R) 1+-

wherel O, R, CtpE, ct, L, and PE are all fun,':kmsof hr.
,j

This is the b_sic equation for photoemission quantum yield. We rewrite Eq. 8a as follows

(':tPE PE
Qy. a , (Sb)

IaI+--
L

where la(by ) -1/a(hv) is the absorption length, la/L is the ratio of absorption length to scattering length, and _tpE/et is
lhe fraction of electrons e×cited above vacuum level

3. How the Parameters of Eq. 8 Determine the Quantum ENeieney

First examine Ia/L , the ratio of the optical absorption length, ia , to the escape length, L. As Fig. 3 shows, if the

absorption takes place over a distance large compared to the escape distance, few of the excited electrons escape and the
quantum efficiency will be low,
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Figure 3, The white volume is the region contributing to the yield. L is the escape length, and Ia is the

absorption length. If L << !a , then only a small fraction of the photoexcited electron contributes to

the yield.
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Figure 4. Transport of a photoemitted electron when the electron-phonon scattering is dominant. The
integrated path, LI., is the sum of the distances traveled between collisions.

For example, in the hard ultraviolet region (hv ~ 60 eV), la/L might be as high as 104. For Cs metal it can be 103
in the near ultraviolet (hv - 5 eV). Thus, the yields will be very low. However, in some semiconductors it can be close to
unity in the visible or infrared. This is what makes possible the high quantum efficiency of semiconductors such as Cs3Sb,

[Cs]Na2KSb, [7,13], and the negative affinity GaAs [15,16,17]. Large band gap insulators such as Csl (Eg - 6eV) [14]

have high efficiencies in the ultraviolet (e.g., 10 eV) because la/L can be less than unity. The ratio la/L is often the

dominant parameter determining the quantum yield since it can vary by as much as 104 between various materials. In order
to relate !a/L to characteristics of a given solid, we must understand tile electron scattering mechanisms that determine L.
This will be covered in Section 4. As will be shown in Section 5, L is important in determining the photoemission time
response.

Next consider a!,E/Ct. This is simply the fraction of the electrons excited above the vacuum level. I! will normally

increase monotonically as hv increases above the threshold for photoemission. Clearly eteE/ct will be maximized by
lowcring the vacuum level (VL) toward the conduction band minimum (CBM), i.e., reducing the electron affinity (E A ),

which is the difference in energy between the VL and the bulk CBM. Ali efficient photoemitters have values of ctpE/_

between 0.1 and i.(k The negative affinity ernitters (see Section 5) have an OtpE/a of almost unity.

The escape probability normally increases monotonically with hr. However, for the efficient alkali-antimonides
(e.g., Cs3Sb and [Cs]Na2KSb) and negative affinity cathodes, it can be well approximated by a step function. Usually PE
does not exceed 0.5; however, in certain very favorable cases, such as Csl [14], the yield approaches 1 electron/photon thus
PE must approach unity. This can be explained by the fact that Csl has a narrow valence band so that ali electrons are

excited above the VL and only electron-phonon scattering must be considered, as discussed in the next section. In cases
where electron-electron scattering dominates, as is the case for most metals, PE may be below 0.1, even well away from the
hreshold.

4. Electron Scattering Mechanisms and their EtTect on la/L and Photoemission EtTiciency.

The principal inelastic electron scattering mechanisms are electron-phonon (lattice) and electron-electron scattering.
These mcchanisnas are illustrated by Figs. 4 and 5.

Because of its small energy loss per collision and the fact that the scattering tends to change the direction of motion

t of electrons, electron-phonon scattering--under favorable conditions---can increase the photoemission efficiency. _ his is
bccausc, on the average, the electrons will be excited with their momentum vectors in ali directions. However, it is the
momentum perpendicular to the surface that allows electrons to escape from tlm surface [4]. Half the excited electrons will
have momentum vectors away from the surface and, near threshold, only a small fraction may have momentum close enough
perpendicular to the surface to escape. However, phonon scattering changes the direction of motion of the electron and may
piace it in the right direction to escape. This cffcct will only be helpful if electron-electron scattering can be neglected.
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Figure 5. Comparison of electron-electron scattering in metals and semiconductors. In a metal, an electron
may lose the energy needed to escape in a single electron-electron scattering event (pair production).
Semiconductors can have a "Magic Window," where electrons have enough energy to escape, but not

enough to produce pairs.

In order to fully appreciate this mechanism, it is useful to think of the photoemission process as a random walk
(with small loss per collision) with an absolute sink at the surface for the electron escape. If there is no other loss mechanism,
electrons will have many chances to escape before the3, lose enough energy from electron-photon scattering to fall below the
VL. This is the reason why the yield from Csl can approach unity, and probably the reason why PE can rise so sharoly near
threshold for the efficient alkali antimony emitters and negative affinity photocathodes (see previous section). If the average
loss per lattice collision is 0.01 and the electron is excited 1.0 eV above the VL, it must suffer 100 collisions bef'are it falls
bclow thc VL.

Figures 5 and 6 give insight into electron-electron scattering, as well as the reason why semiconductors can be
much more efficient photoemittcrs than metals. As the left-hand panel of Figure 5 sbows, the primary electrons in a metal
can lose a large fraction of its energy in one scattering event. Near threshold, /he increase in the energy of the secondary
electron won't be enough to allow it to escape, so neither electron will be able to escape. Thus, the escape depth will be
short. In a semiconductor with a sufficiently low electron affinity, there is no electron-electron scattJ.:ring near :hreshold, and
thus wc have a long escape depth and the "magic window."

As Fig. 6a shows, the electron-electron scattering lengths (Le) decrease as the electron's energy incrcascs, and can

have very small values. Figure 6 gives Le(E ), the electron-electrons scattcring length, as z £_nction of electron energy for a

variety of materials. Whereas Le(E ) is the most fundamental way of presenting electron-electron scattering da,a, L(hv) is

most useful for calculating yields. L(hv) can be obtained from Le(E) by averaging l.e(E ) over the d;::_ributien in energy

of the electrons excited by photons of energy hr. L(hv) can also be obtained directly from experiment. An ,-",ample of th:s
is given in Fig. 6b where the values of L(hv) published by Spicer [18] ira 1963 for [Cs]Na2LSb are presented. Berglund and
Spicer [18] and Kane [19] have calculated L(hv) curves. Stuart et al. [20] have treated both electron-electron and electron-
phonon scattering using Monte Carlo techniques.

Note that L(hv) can be as low 10_ or lcss. Assuming Ia -300/_, we sce that la/L can bc as high as 30 or more.

Thus, the quantum yield of unscattered electrons will be reduced by 1/30. However, since the hv needed to obtain such a
small valuc of L is usually large, the scattered electrons will be above the VL so thai thcy may escape. For hv near thc
threshold for photoemission in metals, however, none of these scattered clcctrons will be able to escape. For metals, L ncar
threshold can still be fairly small. For hv an electron-volt above threshold, L is approximately 40/_ for Cu [19] and 10
for Cs [20].

The difference between metals and semiconductor (ar:d insulators) as photoemitters iies in the nature of L(hv). For

metals, any optically excited electron can suffer electron-electron scattering; for non-metals this is not the case. Since a finite
band gap, Eg, separates the highest states fillcd with large numbers of electrons [21] and the lowest conduction band states,
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Fi_,u:e 6. a) 'l'he escape depth is shc_vvnas a function of electron energy for a number of materials.
b) Mean free path as a function of electron energy, L(E), or photon energy, L(hv), for the

[Cs]Na 2KSb cathode.

the clcctron must havc art cncrgy of at Icast E,g abovc thc CBb, I in ordcr to suffcr electron-eiectron scattering. This is

illustrated in l:ig. 5. If the VI.. is Mw enough so that E A <Eg, there is only electron-phonon scattering near threshold. A

nccessarv condition for obtaining L > 1, and high quantum efficiency is that electrons cscape without suffcring clectron-

clcctron scattering. This can only happen for nonmetals (semiconductors and insulators)_me_:'.;s are never efficient
photocmittcrs in thc visiblc and ncar ultravioict. Srong infrarcd or visiblc photoresponscs are rcstrictcd to scmiconductots

(i.e., E x < 3 cV).

In Fig. 5, we introduced the terrn "Magic Window" to indicate the energy region in which electrons can escape from

the solid without electron-electron scattering. In Fig. 7 we show L(hv) for a semiconductor witt, electron affinity E a < i'r,
und t\_r a metal.

Summarizing this section, the rcquirement for an efficient enfitter is that PE and t-tpE/ct be large and lalL he

smull. This can be achieved by using a semiconductor with an electron affinity that is smalier than the band gap. Thc

thrcsh_ld for response is given by Eg + EA As A. H. Sommcr emphasizes in his article in these proceedings [22], bcforc

1965 ali of the practical photocathodes were found by Edisonian research, lt was for these cathodes (particularly the alkali-
antimonides) that the theory given above was dcvelopcd [7,13,14]. Thc negative affinity cathodes [23] were the first
"scientifically engincercd" pht_tocathodc. This has led to a ncw family of photocathodcs [15,16,17,_4,,.5]. The "scientific
cnginccring" was bascd on thc conccpts containcd in thc thcorctical framcwork of lhc Thrcc-Stcp modci.

Another important concept necessary to obtain this new family of photocathodes is that of lowering the electron

,d'finity by band bending, which is illustratcd in Fig. 8. This was developed indcpendently by Spicer [7,14,26] and by Scheer
and van l._tar [27]. Once the importance of band bending was recognized in the context of the three step rnodel, groups in

scvcrul luboratories workcd to dcvclop a ncgative affinity cathodc. Scheer and Van [.aar wcrc first to announcc thc practicaldevelopment of a negative affinity photocathodc, which was done using GaAs. Thc results were soon rcproduccd by Spiccr

grouF_ at Stanford (where hc movcd in 1962 from RCA Labs). Simon and Williams at RCA Labs indcpcndently dcvclopcd a
(;aP negative affinity cath(_de; ht)wever, due to COmlgany policy, they were not ;dde to announce it until 1968. Becausc of

their growing importance, the next section will he devoted to a discussion of the negative affinity cathodes.
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decreases with respect to the bulk CBM, so the barrier seen by the electrons in the bulk is smaller than in the

flat band case. b) For n-type, the band bending increases the barrier.



5. Negative Electron aftinity Photocathodes

Figure 9 shows early results obtained by Eden and Spicer [31,32] just after Scheer and van Laar [23] announced
their negative electron affinity cathode in 1965. In both the Stanford and Phillips cathodes, only Cs was used to reduce the
electron affinity. Later it was found that Cs plus oxygen gave an even lower electron affinity and higher quantum yields.
Most negative electron affinity (NEA) cathodes today are activated with Cs plus oxygen.
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Figure 9. By the use of Cs, it is possible to decreasethe surface Vacuum Level, improving the yield by
orders of magnitude.

As the left-hand panel of Fig. 9 indicates, the yield without Cs is low and the threshold for response is well into the
ultraviolet. With addition of a monolayer of Cs to the surface, the UV yield increases by 2 orders of magnitude and the
threshold moves into the near infrared [33]. The right hand panels show the reason for this. With no Cs, the electron affinity
is much larger (about 3.5 eV) than the band gap of 1.4 eV. For hv near the threshold, L(hv) is small, about 20A and
apECt iS also small. With addition of a Cs monolayer, the VL level is dropped below the bulk position of the conduction

band minimum (CBM), thus the electron affinity takes on a negative value with respect to the bulk. Now apl_:/ot is almost
unity (it is not unity because there can always be some optical adsorption to states below the vacuum level in the band
bending region; however, this will be quite small in the infrared and visible spectral regions). High doping (1019/cre 3) is
used in order to minimize the band bending region. Most importantly, L(hv) is increased by almost 3 orders of magnitude.
The large photoresponse oi" NEAs near threshold is due to the fact that electrons which are inelastically scattered may escape,
even if they thermalize into the bottom of the conduction band.
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Figure 10. In the negative affinity cathodes, most of the electrons thermalize before escaping, although
there is a fraction that cscapc without losing ali thcir initial energy.

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of the operation of a NEA cathode. For light excited deep in the semiconductor,
thc elcctrons will thermalize and diffuse to the surface. Despite the high doping, the diffusion lcngth of the thcrmalizcd
electron can bc over 10-4 cre. Even for photons ncar the band gap, this is greater than the optical aosorption depth (about

10-5 cre; thus, la/L < 1 . As a result, the yicld rises much more rapidly than for thc oldcr practical photocathodcs near
threshold.

The escape probability is found to be independent of hv to a good approximation near threshold. This is to be
cxpccted since most electrons approaching the surface will have been thermalized into the CBM, so _:hcirenergy docs not
dcpcnd on hr. Figure 11 shows values of PE obtained by James and Bcll [34] in 1972 for different GaAs crystal faces. PE

was found by fitting the experimental data to Eq. 8b; PE is assumcd to be independent of hv above the photoemission
threshold.

The value of L, obtained from the fit of the data of Fig. 11 to Spicer's Three-Step model, is about 6 x 104,_ (since
la/L is so small, it is impossible to determine L very accurately). The values of PE obtained from the fit are given in the

right margin of Fig. 11. For practical cathodes, the (100) GaAs face is normally used because of the ease of preparation and
the difficulty of reproducing the results of Fig. 9 in production facilities. After many years of experience with production of
these cathodes, excellent tubes today have a value of PE near 0.5.

Figure 12 gives the quantum yield curves for a group of cathodes made before 1978 [16]. A more recent yield
rcsults are presented at this meeting by a group from lntevac Inc. [24].

lt has been possible to cxtcnd the thrcshold of thcsc cathodcs farthcr into thc infrared (Z < 2m) by combining
negative affinity approaches with structures that allow an internal potential to be applicd across the semiconductor ncarcst
the surfaces [16,17]. Further advances in these cathodcs is presented by lntcvac, lhc. in another papcr in thesc procccdings
[26].

10
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6. Requirements _or High Frequency Phototubes

The first consideration for high-frequcncy phototubes is, of course, the response time of photoemission. This will be
estimated hcre using the Three--Step modcl. A second consideration may be high current density, sluice this rnav bc nccdcd if
a largc amount of information is to be transmittcd in a short pcriod of timc. This aspcct will bc considcrcd by othcr papcrs in
this meeting. The time rcsponsc is determined by the time sprcad between photoexcitation and emission of the electrons into
vacuum. Thus, the response time (r) can be estimated as follows:

So"Tfo
r - dt - v(/) v a v,, '

where dl is an interval over the electron path length (LT), v(l) is the electron speed at the position l along the trajectory,

and v(a) is the average speed of the electron over its complete trajectory (see Fig. 4). The nature of the integrated path

length depends on the scattering mechanisnls, as discussed in Section 4.

Let us start by discussing the case where electron-electron scattering dominates (metals and semiconductors with Ea

> Eg), where we can approximate L T by the electron-electron scattering length L e.

hv

' LT. L
T

v

L

Figure 13. Trajectory of a photoemitted electron when the electron-electron scattering is dominant.

We calculate the response times for photon energies 1 eV above the threshold of response. We take the electron
velocity given by a free electron relation and take the kinetic cnergy as zcro at the Fermi encrgy for metals and at the
conduction band minimum for scmiconductors. For the metals mcntioned above, L - 40_ and the quantum yiclds varics

from 8xl0 -5 to 4.'t'10 -4 as determined from the experiment [18], thus r - 3xl() -15 . Allowing for uncertainties, we give a
ran_e of 10" 15 14

:_ r ,: 10- sec. Materials such as clean Cu, Au, and Ag are used to produce very short electron pulses for
Free Electron Lasers.

The second type of cathode is that in which electron-electron scattering is unimportant compared to electron-phonon
(clectron-latticc) scattering. For the reasons given in Scction 4, the mcmbcrs of this class are semiconductors (and insulators)
whcre thc electron affinity is less than the band gap (sec Fig. 5). Because thc encrgy loss pcr scattcring cvcnt is small (about
the phonon energy, e.g., 0.01 to 0.1 cV), elcctrons can suffer many collisions without !oosing a largc cnergy (c.g. ,1 cV). As
a result, the integrated path length before escape can be much larger than the region discussed first, where electron-electron
scattering dominates.

As an example we will consider the case of Cs3Sb, an important practical photocathode, which was studied

extensively by Spicer in the late l't)50 [7,12,27]. To calculate r, one must estimate the average energv loss per collision
(AEp), the clcctron-phonon scattcring lcngth (lp), and thc distance from thc surface at which thc "avcragc" clcctron is

12



excited, t]olh lhc scattering length and lhe average energy loss per collision, are lemperalure depcndenl. Thuy depend i_n lhc

ph,m,_n D_pulali_n (Nt,D), _vhi_.h is given by the t_;ose-l_in.,,icin sl,_lisiics as foll,_vs:

!
m --------.--m-_ ----r-: -

Nph I + e t:'_/kl ' (1(1)

_hc_¢ J:ph i_ lhc energy d" !he associated ph_mon vibration mode. k is ,the Boltzman constant, and 7 is tile temperature.

Rcas_m:lblc riumbers for ('s3Sb are lp -5()..t[ and A.EI, -0.()Icl,,'. The electron affinity arid barld gap for ('s3Sb atrc [7]

l-.'j - 0.45c_' and /-Tg,,, 1.6el.'. l.et us assurne that an electron is piloloexciled lo an energy /']'k above the surface vacuum

lcxcl. 'lhc nunlbcr of collisions ii can suffer before it hats lee little energy icl escape into vacuunl is given by

N - t:;.___A. (11)
P

The rriaxinlum integrated path Icrlglh will be

f,{,u - N6, " 6, , (12)
AEt ,

and

I'_A 1f'
r - _ (13)

LMI'_/, v,,

Again we assume tile electrons sire excited 1 eV above the VI_, and calculate the electron velocity as described

:tt_t,vc. l:,,_r practical catholics of this class take Iij - 1()(1/_ and AICl, ,,, ).()3eV. This gives ai value for 4 x II) "13 for r. "I'o

a,.:o,unt for uncertainties in these estimates, we take l{yt3< r < !() 12 sec. The yields for practical photocathodes of this chtss
. (/._51 \" a!_o\'c threshold lie between ().(15 and "_' electrons/photon.

The ih!, d and lasl class of pholocmiliers corresponds to nt.,galive affinity photocathodes (see Fig. L)), which have the
hliigc.sl rcsp<_nst" time. tlere the threshold of response is the band edge, where the optical ahsort)lhm coefficient beconles
_civ sin',iii, t:lccirons will be excited ali lhc w,iy up to distances ,_t"tile order of microns from the surfaice. These electrons
ihcimali;,c ini<_iheboliom_tt'lhecmlductionl_andanddiffusethermally lo tlm surface, itere, tile response lime is

-=

/.7>
r , (14)

_ kTlq

where I. D is lhc electron diffusion length, t_ is lhc elcctrori mobility, and q is the electron charge. For GaAs negative

affirlitv calhodcs, l. D might vary from 1(I4 to 6 x 104, and thus 2 x 1(}-4 < r < 7 x 1(I-_'l sec.

Tal',le 1 and Figure 14 give theorctk al estimates of rest_mse iirrle, as well as the range of yields, for these malerials.
l'he range in rcsp,mse time is very lartee .... _,ver 6 _rdcrs of magnitude. The quantuna yielcl increases by 3 or 4 orders of
ill,:ttzniludc :is the linle response increasi.-,. Thus, a price must be palid for fast response tiillc in terms ¢1| a decrease in qtlantulll
efficiency. This in due t_l the fact that the ¢_ptical ahsorplhm lakes phices over a dislance thai is usually much larger than the
electi_m scaiterirlg length. As a result, tile electr, ms excited farther freml the surface scatter rn,iny limes and take much hmge.r
t_ escape than tt'il_se near the surface. If ¢mlv lilt small fraclinn of eleclr¢_ns excited near the surface cain escape, the response
lilnc w'ill bc fa,,l and the yield small. lhc surplising thing is lhc fasl varialJon ill tile cSlilnated response times. 'lhc limiled
c'xpc_inlc'ltal experience _lil rcspnnxc linics is iii general aldrecrncrlt with these csliillatcs. These calculali_ins arc for spccilic
n_alcrials atild i)h_t,_il energies. Similar calculaii<._n:_ lllav l_t' llladc t<_rph_,tocnli.',si<m flOlll othci ill:.itclials.
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Typical yield
Dominating mode Equation Estimate range

Material (et/photor.)
of scattering for r of r (see) 1 eV above threshold

L
Metals Electron-electron r ,,,,- (9) 10 -15 to 1()-14 gxl0 -5 to 4x10 -4

v a

Semiconductors and Ek lp
insulators Electron-lattice r (13) 10 -13 to 10 -12 0.05 to 0.25

(Cs3Sb or multialkali) AEpv a

Electron-lattice

Negalive affinity (thermal diffusion of r LD (14) _ -10 -o-_ ,:.xl0 to 7x10 0.1 to 0.6
l, kT/q

electrons in CBM)

Table 1. Expressions for the response time (r), based on the Three-Step model, for the different classes of
photoemitters, showing the range of values of r and of the yield.

10 -7 ..

MI"
0 t0 _

.,..., _" 10 - negative affi

Transfered i

E 10 '1 1 Electron '
(D '_ - Cathode 'I

-- (1) 10 -12-
t'_ Ct) .se-mTcSnauctors ,_
¢,0 l-- 10 -1 3. and insulator,,

"._ 0
_ -14
_ 10 - . _,_.

0 ta) -15 me

' I
I--- 10 -16. s i

I I

1< -1 7 _ i 1, . .4-, ,,I i l,,,,, • i , _w,i, I i • ,,,li I , • • |•,,i I • J , w ,•

10 -5 t0 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0

Yield (electrons/photon)

Figure 14. Range of values of r from Table 1. The dot is for the Transferred Electron Cathode presented
by Aebi el al. in these proceedings. 'The arrows on the dot indicate the directions in which improvements

in performance are expected.
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There is a way to speed up the escape of electrons from deeper in the material, by applying an internal electric field,
which can accelerate them towards the surface [35,16]. Aebi et al. [26] will present results frorn such a structure (the
Transfcrrcd Electron Cathode) in these proceedings. The point in Figure 14 refers to emission from a specific cathode with
response near 1.4 _.tm. The time response for the Transferred Electron Cathode in Fig.14 was determined expcrimentally.
Notice that it has a considcrable faster time response with higher yield than thc conventional photoemitters, as would be
expected. As Aebi et al. [26] describe, it also has a longer wavelength response (about 1.4 /_m) than the conventional

cathode (see Fig. 12). Such cathodes, while complex to fabricate, give strong promise for the future if their usefulness
justifies the expense of development and manufacture.

7. Other Requirements for New High Frequency Practical Devices

For brevity, only applications to high frequency devices have been mentioned. In addition to time response, two
other requirements will be discussed: spectral sensitivity and the ability to produce high currents. Data on spectral responses
for some existing photocathodes are available in this paper; others can be found in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. 13).

A potential use for fast photoemission devices is as fast receivers of signals from fiber optics. One potential benefit
is the rnanipulation of electrons in vacuum by, for example, streak tubes to essentially increase the information handling
capability of a receiving station. The problem is that the conventional cathodes do not have a long enough wavelength
response to couple to fiber optics. For this reason, the Transferred Electron cathode described by Aebi et al. [26] was
developed. This approach could be used to produce higher frequency response with increase yield at shorter wavelengths.

The second requirement is the drawing of high currents (even in short pulses) from photocathodes. This question
must be examined for each class of photocathode. Papers by Alley et al. [36] and by Herrera-G6mez and Spicer [37] in these
proceedings address this question in considerable detail. For the practical alkali-antimonide cathodes [13], special care must
be taken. Because of their highly ionic nature, they tend to electrolyze if electric fields are developed across them, changing
their properties. For both these materials and negative affinity materials, one must worry about the resistance of the cathode
and be aware of the RC time constants which may limit their time response, even if the photoemission process does not lirnit
it.

Metals, because of their high conductivity, are the simplest materials to consider, and are unlikely to have the
problem outlined above. In general they also are least affected by less than ideal (10 10 Torr) vacuum. The price one pays is
very srnall quantum yield.

8. Conclusions

The time response and quantum yield of photocathodes depend on the materials used. The established Three-Step
model can be used to estimate the time response for various cathodes and to correlate this with the quantum yield. As
expected from this theory, faster time response is associated with decreased yield (see Fig. 13). For very small yields (e.g.,
10-4 electrons/photon) time responses of 10"15 to 10"14 sec can be expected. For materials which give very high yields
(e.g.. 0.3 electrons/photon) the time response can be 10 `8 or longer. Both yields and time response are shown to depend on
the scattering of the photoexcited electrons in the solid. For metals, the powerful electron-electron mechanism usually
dominates, so that only electrons excited close to the surface can escape. This leads to the fastest response time and the
lowest quanturn yield. Semiconductors with small but positive electron affinities (see Fig. 5) have intermediate response
times (_f order 11")"13 to 10"12 sec and yields of 0.05 to 0.25 electrons per photon. The highest yields (0.1 to 0.6 electrons per
ph_qon) and longest response times are obtained from negative electron affinity photocathodes. The new Transferred
Electron (field assisted) cathode gives faster response with quantum yield larger than the conventional cathodes. In addition,
it has a longer wavelength (1.4/.ml ) response.
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